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Solo en inglés. Blood Bowl is the classic game of fantasy football. It’s all about strategy, grit, and – above all – heinous violence. Two players
coach their teams to victory on the pitch, utilising every natural advantage, dirty trick, and cheap shot they can come up with to get the ball into
the End Zone, or take out the entire opposing team. 

Calificación: Sin calificación 
Precio

33,25 €

Ahorras -1,75 €

Haga una pregunta sobre este producto 

Descripción 

This set contains all of the rules, gaming aids and accessories you need to get the most out of your games.

The 80-page Head Coach’s Handbook comes in a convenient A5-size to make it easy to handle whilst gaming. This essential tome is packed
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with the basic rules you need to play, plus extra rules for creating your own team and hiring staff. You'll also find a description of Special Play
cards, and learn how to use them in your games. Official league rules help you set up and organise a season of gaming, complete with a
dedicated stadium and sponsorship deals. There’s a handy chart of all the many Skills in the game, rosters for every single team that’s been
released so far, plus every Star Player. Finally, there's even a section on the history of Blood Bowl to read while you're taking care of business
that doesn't require your full attention!

But enough about the book. This box also contains loads of tokens to represent Inducements, player, game and weather status, re-rolls and
tonnes more. You'll also find a super handy cheat sheet to look up the rules and tables you use most, a 50-page blank roster pad (go ahead and
test that crazy team idea you've been kicking around), and a set of spare range, scatter and throw-in templates.

Comentarios

Aún no hay comentarios para este producto. 
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